Resources for Capstones: Presentation Resource Center

In every department across campus, presentation and public speaking skills are increasingly in demand. In every industry, among the top skills requested by employers is the ability to speak well.

The Presentation Resource Center (PRC) enables students to succeed as public speakers across disciplinary “homes” by providing students with a peer tutor, trained by Communication faculty to help individual students research, organize, and deliver a well-thought-out, fluid presentation to a public audience.

In addition, the PRC is a resource for faculty. Consultants can visit classes to provide feedback in real time. There are also a variety of rubrics available to evaluate public speaking, outline examples, relaxation techniques, and more.

To schedule an appointment, please call ext. 7761 or email Amy Young (youngam@plu.edu) or Melissa Franke (mfranke@plu.edu).